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MELIKA SALIHBEG BOSNAWI 
 
HOLLAND OR HAYAT 
 
TO YOU TOO RAMADAN MUBARAK, DEAR MARK!  
 
BLESSED BE YOUR HONOURABLE LIFE/HAYAT (ar. life, and here 
the name of a private Bosnian TV, famous for its zeal for opulence). 
    
IN YOUR RAMADAN FASTING FOR THE CAMPAIGN GIVE30 
 
Live be for us Mark Holland, who with his for the second time 
repeated, Ramadan example - of fasting as a true sacrifice for the 
benefit of the needy - give a lesson soulless rulers and politicians all 
over the world. To the new-	millennium satraps, with various and even 
Muslim names, from Canada and the US, via usurped Arabia, up to 
eternally hungry Africa and, amidst Europe, crucified Bosnia. A lesson 
you give to the would-be believers, polished with the oil and petro-
dollars, secured with the harshest capitalism ever, the usurpers of the 
humanity's possession and wealth, a shot, you are sending, a gentle 
one, to the believers without a trace of kindness in their hearts, let 
alone obedience to God to share every surplus, throughout the 
campaign: 
    
GIVE30 - instead of the luxurious online iftar-dinners, prepared before 
the eyes of the hungry, before the wide-open eyes of the plundered, 
impoverished, of deprived, before the tearful the eyes of the expelled, 
made homeless, diseased, maimed, before the crazed eyes of the 
tricked, tricked, lied to, betrayed, cheated ... before the eyes of 
desperate! 
  
GIVE30 - Instead of preparing, providing recipes, serving, almost 
eating _ on the screens of the political folly, religion-emptied faith, 
soul-emptied culture, crazed civilization..., on the displays of 
selfishness almost shamelessness, almost shameful policies, of the 
same those who prattle on faith, tradition , religion, politics, 
democracy ... Eldorado! 
 
Not only it. Teach, shameless ones, how to, throughout their TV 
scenes of the virtually available iftar-banquets, cheat the wretched, 
and how to cheat even God. How to, with the iftar-banquets, abolish 
every purpose & meaning of His sacred and inviolable command about 
Ramadan fasting as a voluntary deprivation. What is correctly 
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observed by a man like Mark Holland (but not by some Bakir, Bekir, or 
Fahd). We see it on the small TV screen. In contrast to the big screen 
of the BH-living, where people sit in front of their half-empty Ramadan 
or daily sofras / meals, as listening to those whose prattle stretches 
even that little what remained of their mind and faith after Mladic's 
actions and of his likes, from around the globe. 
 
What is pure Londra* - versus satiate Sarajevo! 
What is some Canada compared to BBI Hayat! 
 
*Londra=Dalmatian name for London 
BBI=one of Bosnian private banks. 
 
Sarajevo, the 8th of June 2016. 8:47 pm 
 
Inspiration: RAMADAN VIDEO WITH MARK HOLLAND, A CANADIAN 
PARLAMENTARIAN GREETING HOLY MONTH RAMADAN TO CANADIAN 
& WORLD MUSLIMS, FOLLOWED BY HIS STATEMENT WHY HE, A NON-
MUSLIM, FASTS RAMADAN, AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF WHO. 
 
Give30 campaign collects money for the banks of food throughout 
Canada, during Muslim holy month of Ramadan. Ramadan is at the 
certain time during a year when people voluntarily abstain from food 
and drink during the daytime, in order to develop in themselves the 
compassion with those who are needy, and with the hope to lessen 
their burden. It means: no coffee, or lunch, or snacks during one 
month. 
 
GIVE30 is simply: everybody, regardless of one’s religion, gives for 
GIVE30 Campaign Bank of food during Ramadan. For instance, if you 
fast, count and give away money that you would spend on that month 
for lunch and coffee. 
 
Or, if you do not fast, take a lunch-packet and give away money, 
which you saved that way during a month. It is going to be a small 
change for you for 30 days, but a great difference for those having not 
enough for eating. 
 
Ramadan this year lasts from June 6 until July 5, 2016.  


